Feedback to the Zoom public forum on “The Ukrainian Crisis: Bearing the Pain”
held on April 3, 2022, with 77 registered and 50 signed in. It will be shown on
YouTube.
“I found yesterday’s event truly riveting. It was such an appropriate topic for Sunrise
Foundation to undertake, by just calling attention to the terrible situation in Ukraine and
showing how we all are affected by it…..”
- Anita Trubitt
“Much mahalo to Sunrise, the panelists and all who made the public forum on Ukraine possible.
The forum really brought he pain and suffering inflicted by Putin….”
- Clay Kimoto
“Mahalo to the Sunrise Foundation for bringing together the most diverse group of people to
share their experiential and academic perspectives on the current barbaric atrocities that the
Russian dictator, Putin, is inflicting on the innocent people of Ukraine. This well attended event
served its purpose to enlighten people on what is happening as well as how to help the people
of Ukraine. It was an honor participating in the event.”
- Abdul-Karim Khan

“Sincerest mahalo to Sunrise Foundation for reaching out for input on the moving April 3 rd
event about Russia’s invitation or Ukraine and the Ukrainian humanitarian crisis. I greatly
appreciated the candor which Sunrise Foundation encouraged so we could hear the unfiltered
and intimate perspectives from panelists who have close ties with Ukraine and its people. The
plight of the refugees, the before and after photos of the beautiful places in Ukraine, the plight
of the people with disabilities and elderly, the impact on so many innocent people, the
genocide which is occurring, are all astounding…….
– David Laeha

“It was a pleasure participating in the panel and having an opportunity to be part of the
panel…….It was a well designed program and I am sure many people felt a true sense of benefit
and empowerment through it.
– Greg Pai

“Donna did a good job in hosting the Zoom event. The issue of echoing of speaker voices
hopefully can be resolved for future Zoom meetings; it took valuable time. Sharlene enjoyed
the comments and pictures by Caroline MacKenzie on her description of Ukraine prior the
current crisis and what it sadly is today. Greg Pai did a fantastic job in moderating the panel…”
- Ron Yamauchi

